TouchTokens were introduced recently as a means to design lowcost tangible interfaces. The technique consists in recognizing multitouch patterns associated with specific tokens, and works on any touch-sensitive surface, with passive tokens that can be made out of any material. TouchTokens have so far been limited to a few basic geometrical shapes only, which puts a significant practical limit to how tailored token sets can be. In this article, we introduce TouchTokenBuilder and TouchTokenTracker that, taken together, aim at facilitating the development of tailor-made tangible interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Tangible interfaces have been designed for use in various domains such as music composition [14] , storytelling [23] , games [3, 26] , teaching [21] , programming [5, 11] and database querying [13, 25] . All of these interfaces feature physical tokens that aim at resembling actual objects from the targeted application area. Variations in the shape, size and material of these tokens all play an important role in providing the right manipulation affordances and conveying the proper semantics [22, 25] . Promoting tangible interfaces thus requires enabling designers to easily build tailor-made tokens that suit their specific needs.
The physicality of tangible interfaces makes them resistant to customization, however [12] . Various approaches to building tangible interfaces exist, such as vision-based frame analysis for diffused illumination tabletops (e.g., [13, 14] ), conductive tokens tracked on a capacitive surface (e.g., [16, 27] ) or specific sensors (magnetometers, Hall-effect sensors) augmenting the display surface in order to detect magnetic tokens [12, 18] . But whichever the technology considered, building and tracking tangible tokens remains an effortful process in terms of fabrication, software development, or both.
TouchTokens [19] offer an alternative solution, enabling the design of low-cost tangible interfaces. The general principle consists of designing tokens of varying shapes, all featuring notches that constrain how users grasp them. When users touch the surface while holding a given token, the specific multi-touch spatial pattern associated with it is recognized using a pattern-matching algorithm that does not require any training or calibration. TouchTokens are fully passive. They can be fabricated using any non-conductive material, offering designers much flexibility in that respect. However, the proposed approach is currently limited to a set of simple shapes (square, rectangle, circle and triangle). In this article, we introduce two tools that allow interface designers to build and recognize TouchTokens featuring arbitrary shapes.
Our first contribution, TouchTokenBuilder, is a software application that assists interface designers in placing notches on arbitrarilyshaped vector contours for creating conflict-free token sets. The application features a simple direct-manipulation interface and outputs two files: a vector-graphics description of all tokens in the set, ready to be fabricated using, e.g., a laser cutter; and a numerical description of the geometry of each token.
Our second contribution, TouchTokenTracker, is a software library that takes as input the numerical description produced by TouchTokenBuilder. While TouchTokens' original algorithm [19] only provided developers with the ID of the recognized token and the user's finger coordinates, the new TouchTokenTracker also enables tracking the tokens' full geometry (location, orientation and shape) throughout their manipulation on the multi-touch surface. In addition, tracking remains robust even when users lift a finger while manipulating tokens (leaving a minimum of two fingers in contact with the surface), as illustrated in Figure 1 .
After reviewing related work, we describe TouchTokenBuilder and TouchTokenTracker. We then present some proof-of-concept token sets designed with TouchTokenBuilder, and report on experiments conducted to evaluate TouchTokenTracker's recognition accuracy for these token sets. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our approach and directions for future work. Figure 1 : TouchTokenBuilder (left) assists users in placing grasping notches on arbitrarily-shaped tokens, warning them about spatial configurations that could generate recognition conflicts or that might be uncomfortable to manipulate. TouchToken-Builder outputs both a vector and a numerical description of the tokens' geometry (middle). Those are used respectively to build the tokens (top-right), and to track them on any touchscreen using TouchTokenTracker (bottom-right).
RELATED WORK
Researchers have investigated different approaches to building tangible interfaces. We give an overview of these approaches and discuss their advantages and limitations, as well as their flexibility in terms of building custom-made interfaces.
Vision-based token tracking. Tangible interfaces that use a diffused illumination table (e.g., [13, 14, 23] ) or any other system that tracks the surface with one or several cameras (e.g., [3, 5, 11] ) rely on vision-based algorithms to recognize objects in video frames. While such vision-based approaches can be used to track any kind of tangible object, they require calibration as well as specific environmental conditions to avoid issues related to lighting and occlusion.
Active tokens. Active tokens (e.g., [15, 24, 25, 30] ) are small, autonomous units equipped with a processor and a screen that function independently from any specific interactive surface. Active tokens are programmable units, which can be customized for any type of application. Customizing their form factor can be achieved by constructing specific casings [15, 30] , but the design space remains limited, as casings have to accommodate the incompressible active unit.
Magnetic tokens. Communication between the surface and the tokens can be achieved using magnetic fields (e.g., [12, 17, 18] ). Building a custom token means embedding a magnet and implementing an algorithm for recognizing its specific magnetic field. Gauss bricks [17] can be assembled together to create larger objects that can feature both deformable and rigid parts. While this approach enables very rich interactions, it still requires augmenting the surface with Hall-sensors and ensuring that the device's environment is free of any ferrous object that could interfere with the tangibles' magnetic field.
Capacitive tokens. Multi-touch capacitive screens can also be used to transform tokens into interactive elements. The approach consists of building tokens that create a conductive circuit between users' fingers and the capacitive surface through the tokens' feet, that are in contact with the surface (e.g., [7, 16, 28] ). As soon as the user touches the token, the feet become grounded and generate a drop in capacitance similar to a multi-touch pattern. Designing such tokens requires identifying unique token feet configurations and building a robust conductive circuit, which may be quite difficult [4] .
TouchTokens. TouchTokens provide designers with a low-cost, flexible approach to the construction of tangibles using everyday materials. The original approach [19] was limited, however, because of the fact that the only input data available to the system consisted of the coordinates of the users' three finger contact points. Only one set of six basic tokens were available, and interface developers only had access to the recognized token's ID and associated finger contact points. In this paper, we extend TouchTokens so as to enable the design of tangible interfaces that feature arbitrarily-shaped tokens while preserving the simplicity of the original approach. We achieve this extension without resorting to any additional input technology: only the finger contact point coordinates are required to recognize and track tokens.
TOUCHTOKEN BUILDER
TouchTokens feature three notches that suggest to users how those tokens should be grasped so as to enable effective recognition of those tokens by the system. The recognition algorithm only needs one unique template per token, called universal template. This template consists of a series of three coordinates, that correspond to the expected finger contact point coordinates relative to the token's center. These simple templates have been demonstrated in [19] to be sufficient to achieve a recognition accuracy of ∼98% with a set of six tokens featuring basic geometrical shapes (4-to-5cm large).
TouchTokens' approach is simple. But it requires designers to compute the coordinates of the templates' points (feeding the recognizer), and to specify the geometry of each token's contour with some vector-drawing tool (for fabricating the tokens), carving them accordingly to create the notches. This can be a tedious process.
This section introduces TouchTokenBuilder 1 , an application that makes the token design process easier. Building a token now simply consists of importing an SVG image, and positioning the three notches on that contour by dragging three circles that represent the user's finger tips. Figure 1 illustrates the general approach that a designer can follow when creating a set of tokens, in this case for a game where toy characters (octopus, monster, cat, frog and rabbit) are controlled with tangible tokens. He first identifies a set of SVG images he wants to use for the different tokens. In our scenario, those simply get downloaded from the Web. 2 He then loads them in TouchTo-kenBuilder. For each SVG image, TouchTokenBuilder computes the outline of the entire geometry and creates a new cell in which it displays SVG elements (ignoring style attributes to avoid visual interference with TouchTokenBuilder's graphical elements), as illustrated in Figure 1 . SVG elements are turned into Java2D shapes with the help of the Batik toolkit. 3 The outline of the entire geometry is computed by making the union of all those shapes, taking into account groupings and affine transforms, and then marching along the contour of the resulting shape.
Designing arbitrarily-shaped tokens
Each token outline can be manipulated using simple widgets to adjust its scale and orientation. As shown in Figure 2 -(a), a ring surrounds the token, featuring two square handles to resize the token, and a circular handle to rotate it. Two arrows, positioned above, let users flip the token vertically or horizontally. A panel on the left-hand side of each token cell enables users to position the three finger notches on the outline. Fingers are represented using semi-transparent blue circles (thumb: light blue, middle: medium blue, index: dark blue). Each of these circles can be dragged and resized, and acts as a carving tool: when a circle intersects the token's outline, it actually subtracts the intersecting area from the token, computes the corresponding universal-template point (i.e., the estimated finger contact point), and detects potential sources of conflicts between tokens, as detailed later.
TouchTokenBuilder adapts each token's display size depending on screen resolution, so that it matches its actual physical size when fabricated. Such resolution independence helps designers informally evaluate how comfortable a given token is to grasp, by putting their fingers on the corresponding circles on screen. The SVG vector description output by TouchTokenBuilder declares the document size and view box parameters so that the coordinates are correctly interpreted by the fabrication device that will be used to make the tokens such as, e.g., a laser cutter.
Once satisfied with his set, the designer can export the corresponding vector and numerical descriptions (Figure 1 
-middle).
TouchTokenBuilder turns what was a tedious process (relying on vector graphics editing and geometrical computations) into a sequence of simple, direct manipulations. It does not require users to manually draw or extract the token's contour. Most importantly, it enables users to very easily test alternative placements for the finger notches, as the computation of the carved contour is now fully automatic. Token design is achieved through a very simple interaction model, based exclusively on drag-and-drop, that avoids premature commitment [9] , making the design process much more flexible. To further facilitate exploratory design by trial-and-error, TouchTokenBuilder also supports a per-object history of actions [1] , enabling users to revert any graphical object such as, e.g., a finger circle or a token manipulation handle, to one of its earlier positions.
Anatomical considerations
TouchToken assumes by design that users will be holding tokens using a three-finger grasp (i.e., "tripod" grasp), which has been shown to be the typical grasp for simple objects whose diameter is ∼4-7cm [8] . Based on this tripod-grasp assumption, TouchToken-Builder provides users with some indications about the stability and comfort of each token grasp.
Stability. Research in experimental psychology has produced a model according to which, in a tripod grasp, the thumb acts in opposition to the other fingers to form a pinch [2] . TouchTokenBuilder estimates the forces applied by the different fingers as follows: i) the thumb applies a force towards the tripod's centroid, and ii) both the index and the middle apply a force towards the thumb. A grasp is likely to be ineffective at firmly maintaining the token during manipulation if one of the forces has a direction that is too similar to the tangent to the token contour at that point. As soon as the three fingers are placed along the token contour, TouchTokenBuilder displays arrows to represent the forces. Arrows' color depends on the angle they form with the token contour: from green (orthogonal) to red (parallel) (using a linear interpolation of H, and keeping S and V constant in the HSV color space). For example, Figure 2 
shows a token that is likely to be unstable during manipulation, as the index (dark blue) and middle finger (medium blue) might slip along the token contour.
Comfort. In TouchTokenBuilder's interface, designers are free to move fingers anywhere along the token contour. Nothing prevents them from defining tripods that are very uncomfortable, or even impossible, to achieve. Fingers are not independent entities; each finger's range of motion heavily depends on the other fingers' position [10, 29] . In order to identify comfortable tripod configurations, we ran an experiment to estimate the range of comfortable positions for the index finger once the thumb and the middle finger are positioned on the surface. Figure 3 illustrates our experimental task. Participants hold a physical ruler between their thumb and middle fingers, and then slide their index on the surface to color the area that they deem comfortable. We chose this setup, where the index is mobile and the middle finger is static, because the degree of dependence of the middle finger is higher than that of the index [10] ; meaning that moving the middle finger once the location of the index is set is more difficult than the opposite.
Six right-handed volunteers (3 female), aged 26 year-old on average (median: 26.5), participated in our experiment. The tablet was a Samsung GT-P7510 with a 217 × 137 mm display area and a resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels. Each participant performed 5 trials with 8 different rulers of varying lengths (Lenдth rul er ∈ {3cm, 4cm, ..., 9cm, 10cm}) for a total of 40 trials, which were presented in a random order. We considered different ruler lengths as we had is currently in conflict with the token whose frame is colored red (middle one). Notch circle contours for the active token are also painted red to further emphasize this conflict, and suggest that the conflict can be resolved by moving one or more of those notches. hypothesized that the distance between the thumb and the middle finger might have an impact on the range of motion of the index finger. As illustrated in Figure 3 , at the beginning of each trial, two colored circles indicate where to put the ruler. Participants then color the comfortable area with their index. In case either the thumb or the middle finger leave their tolerance area, the participant is asked to restart the trial. We wanted TouchTokenBuilder to be able to provide recommendations about where to put the notch for the index finger once the two other notches were positioned on the token. We thus use descriptive features of the comfortable area for the index finger (I ar ea , the polygon envelope for the polyline defined by sliding movements) that are relative to T M, i.e., the segment defined by the thumb's location (T ) and the middle finger's location (M). The list of features is as follows:
• |T I |: the distance between the thumb and the center I of We wanted to test if this variability came from differences in finger size across participants, as this would have enabled us to define the comfortable area as a function of finger size. To that end, we considered variable Finдer size , which is the average size over the three fingers involved in tripods, 4 and tested its effect on our measures. An anova test revealed that Finдer size has a significant effect on |T I | (F 5, 234 = 20.3, p = 0.001). However, further investigations showed that differences in |T I | do not only come from differences in finger size, as we also observed a significant effect of Finдer size on ratio |T M |/|T I | (F 5, 234 = 63.7, p = 0.001). This variability shows that the estimation of comfortable tripods should be made carefully. Ideally, an application that aims at providing recommendations should base them on individual hand measurements gathered through, e.g., a short calibration phase with a setup similar to that of the experiment described above. However, not only would this add some overhead, but it would also require that tokens be designed by end-users. We adopted a less precise but more versatile approach. We aggregate data from our different participants to define an average user, and we use these data to display a circular area that gives a coarse indication of where the index should be put once the thumb and the middle finger are positioned ( Figure 2 ). We insist on the fact that it gives only a coarse indication, and encourage users to place their fingers on the screen and use their personal judgment to evaluate a tripod's comfort.
Recognition conflicts
As described above, TouchTokenBuilder makes it easy for designers to test different positions for the three notches that must be carved in each token. However, finding correct positions for notches is not solely a question of comfort and aesthetics (avoid altering the original shape too much). It also involves preventing recognition conflicts between tokens in the set. To this end, TouchTokenBuilder provides immediate visual feedback about conflicts. The contours of finger placeholders for the active token (the one currently being manipulated) change color (smoothly, in a range from green to red) when conflicts with other tokens are detected. So does the frame of the most-conflicted token. Figure 2-(b) illustrates a rather strong conflict (red contour color). Resolving such conflicts can be achieved by moving one or more notches along the contour, or adjusting the token's size, thereby causing the notches to move closer or farther away from the token's centroid. Visual warnings (red contours) disappear as soon as the conflict has been resolved.
Conflict detection is based on a heuristic derived from data collected in the second experiment reported in [19] . For all three notches of each trial, we computed the distance between the actual touch point and the template point P t empl at e , located 5mm away along the normal at the notch's center. Figure 4 summarizes the results: in ∼98% of all cases, this distance is less than 5mm for all three notches. Based on these observations, we define the tolerance area of a notch as a 5-mm radius circle around its corresponding template point. Two tokens are thus likely to cause confusion if they can accommodate the same multi-touch input within their respective tolerance areas.
TouchTokenBuilder relies on this notion of tolerance area to check for conflicts each time the contour of a token T in the pair is modified (the user has changed the token orientation or size, or a notch location or size). The algorithm for conflict checking works as follows. First, for each pair of tokens (T , T ′ ), it aligns the template of T ′ with that of T , and computes the distance between the two other pairs of points (dist 1 and dist 2 , in cm). If at least one of those distances is greater than 1cm, there is no conflict, and TouchTo-kenBuilder does not perform any further check. Otherwise, the probability for T ′ to conflict with T is computed as 1 -max(dist 1 , dist 2 ). TouchTokenBuilder looks for the token that has the highest conflicting score s with T , and highlights both the frame of this token and the contour of finger placeholders in T using the green-to-red color range mentioned earlier.
TOUCHTOKEN TRACKER
TouchTokenTracker allows developers who make use of arbitrarilyshaped tokens in their application to track the full geometry of those tokens. Distributed as a library, it enables the development of applications that need to display contextual information around or below the token. Examples include information filtering using tangibles as see-through tools [6] , and games ( Figure 6 -(c) demonstrates launching missiles from a tangible spaceship). TouchTokenTracker's recognition algorithm relies on the three points provided in each token template, as the original TouchToken recognizer [19] did. It considers two additional pieces of information, provided in the new templates output by TouchTokenBuilder: the token's center coordinates, and a description of its contour as a polyline. These are used to estimate the location and orientation of the token, which are then exposed through a simple API.
To recognize tokens, TouchTokenTracker identifies the best alignment between the points of each candidate token's template and the actual touch points. Aligning template points with touch points requires translating and rotating template points so as to (1) make the centroids of the touch and template points coincide, and (2) align this centroid with the first pair of matched touch and template points. TouchTokenTracker stores the pairing between a touch point and its corresponding template point. It also stores the initial locations of the touch points and the token's initial orientation, which is the rotation angle used to align the first pair of points with the centroid. Using this information, it can estimate the current orientation and location when users move and rotate the token. In case the user lifts a finger off the surface to adopt a 2-finger pinch grasp that facilitates some manipulations, as in Figure 6 , TouchTokenTracker computes a third artificial touch point, assuming that the relative placement between touch points and between the template points are consistent. Keeping track of the three notches' locations can be useful to implement some interactions like the missiles launched by the spaceship in Figure 6 -(c).
Events and information regarding a token geometry are made available to developers through three simple callbacks: tokenDown, tokenMoved and tokenUp, and methods: getTouchPoints, getNotch-Points, getContourShape, getInitialOrientation, getRelativeOrientation and getTokenCenter.
EXPERIMENT 1: DESIGNING TOKENS
We conducted an experiment to observe whether users are able to design conflict-free and comfortable token sets without significant training. The experiment consisted of two sessions, held on two consecutive days. On day 1, participants had to design a token set with TouchTokenBuilder on a large horizontal screen, starting from one of the three picture sets shown in Figure 5 . We then fabricated that token set using a laser cutter. On day 2, participants had to perform a series of docking tasks with their tokens on a tablet device. The goal was to evaluate recognition accuracy for this particular token set, and to gather feedback about how comfortable individual tokens are to grasp. The docking task (Figure 7-(a) ) and experimental procedure is identical to that of Experiment 2, reported in the next section. For this first experiment, which focuses on token design, participants also had to give a comfort score C, and a stability score S, by rating the two statements reported in Figure 5 on 5-point Likert scales. The last score, R, is the recognition accuracy that we measured on day 2, which involved five docking tasks per token.
Participants. Six volunteers (three male), all right-handed, aged 25 to 41 year-old (median 29.5), participated in our study. Four of them had already interacted with TouchTokens in the context of the study reported in [19] . The other two (P 4 and P 5 ) had only watched the companion video of [19] .
Apparatus. On day 1, TouchTokenBuilder was running on a 3M Multi-Touch Display C3266P6, featuring a 698.4 × 392.85 mm display area and a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The display was placed flat on a desk, in landscape orientation. On day 2, the experiment software was running on a Samsung SM-T810 Galaxy Tab S2, featuring a 237.3 × 169 mm display area and a resolution of 2048 × 1536 pixels. It was also placed flat on a desk.
Task. At the beginning of the design session on day 1, the operator gives a 5-minute demonstration of TouchTokenBuilder on a token set that will not be used in the remainder of the experiment. The operator explains the meaning of the different visual indicators, and insists on the fact that those are just estimations, inviting participants to place their fingers on-screen to cross-check these estimations with their personal appreciation. Then, participants are given 20 minutes to place notches on the five tokens in the set. They can stop at any moment before this time has elapsed, if they are satisfied. We chose to test sets of five tokens, as our personal experience revealed that having to deal with a larger number of arbitrarily-shaped tokens makes the task especially challenging.
Results. Participants took from 11 to 20 minutes (median: 17) to complete the task. Figure 5 provides an exhaustive report of our results, per participant. The average scores were rather good, with i) a recognition accuracy (R) of 88% (min: 66%, max: 100%); ii) a comfort score (C) of 0.73 (min:0.45, max:0.9), indicating good agreement with statement "The token is comfortable" ; and iii) a stability score (S) of 0.8 (min:0.45, max:0.9), indicating good agreement with statement "The token is stable during manipulation". However, there is a lot of variability across participants. In particular, P 4 and P 5 , who had never manipulated TouchTokens before, had more difficulty designing comfortable and conflict-free token sets. As opposed to other participants, they both mentioned that they had some trouble imagining what the physical tokens would eventually look and feel like. One of them said that having an up-to-date view of the resulting tokens, as stored in the SVG export (as opposed to only seeing their silhouettes in TouchTokenBuilder's interface) would have helped. Regarding anatomy, P 5 , who has especially large hands, asked for the possibility to calibrate the application in order to get comfort indications that better fit different types of hands. Both P 4 and P 5 also mentioned that they would have liked to involve the ring finger, either as a fourth finger in the grasp, or as a replacement for the index finger. The other participants, who had already manipulated TouchTokens, never brought up such issues. However, our results support the fact that 5 is close to the maximum number of arbitrarily-shaped tokens that can be managed, as almost all sets feature a token that is either less-accurately recognized or less comfortable than the others. Participants also raised an issue with the colors used for the different finger notches, that were found to be too similar to each other. Finally, two participants suggested that, when TouchTokenBuilder runs on a multi-touch surface, it could allow users to simply put their fingers on screen to provide a first grasp estimation, that could then be adjusted to resolve conflicts and make them comfortable.
EXPERIMENT 2: TRACKING TOKENS
This section presents an evaluation of TouchTokenTracker's accuracy on three token sets that we developed for the proof-of-concept applications shown in Figure 6 and in the companion video. 5 The first proof-of-concept example is about controlling a virtual toy character using its tangible counterpart. The second example is a simplified house automation control system. Users can switch the light on/off, get information about energy consumption, turn on video-surveillance, play music, and lock the house. The last example is a bi-manual game. Users manipulate one of the warships with their dominant hand, and select a weapon with their other hand.
We tested whether TouchTokenTracker could accurately identify the tokens' location and orientation. We ran one experiment per token set {Toys, Home, Space}. Each experiment had two factors: Token and Orientation. Toys and Home each featured five tokens, while Space featured four tokens. Orientation could take five different values: {−π /3, −π /6, 0, +π /6, +π /3}. Values outside {−π /3, +π /3} were not considered, as they would have been beyond the limits of users' range of motion. 5 The companion video is available at https://www.lri.fr/~appert/touchtokens. Participants. Nine volunteers (one female), aged 23 to 33 yearold (average 26.5, median 26), participated in our study. Each of them performed the three experiments (one per token set) in a row.
Apparatus. The experiment ran on a tablet (Samsung SM-T810 Galaxy Tab S2) featuring a 237.3 × 169 mm display area and a resolution of 2048 × 1536 pixels. Participants were standing up, holding the tablet during the whole experiment.
Task and procedure. At the start of each trial, a token silhouette was displayed at the center of the screen, with a specific orientation (Figure 7-(a) ). Participants were asked to dock the corresponding physical token inside the silhouette, and wait for the background to turn blue before lifting the token off the surface, and proceed to the next trial. Participants had to hold the token still for 1 second. TouchTokenTracker's algorithm was then executed. The system logged the ID of the recognized token, its estimated location, and orientation.
We counterbalanced token-set presentation order using a Latinsquare, assigning three participants to each of the three orders. For each token set, participants ran 5 trials per Token, testing the 5 Orientation values. The experiment was approximately 10minute long. It started with 5 practice trials (randomized Token × Orientation conditions), followed by 25 measure trials (20 for Space) presented in random order.
Results. We considered the following three measures to capture TouchTokenTracker's accuracy: RecognitionError, a binary value indicating whether the token is accurately recognized or not; Orien-tationError, a continuous measure of the absolute difference (in radians) between the silhouette's orientation and the physical token's orientation, as estimated by TouchTokenTracker; and DistanceError, a continuous measure of the distance (in millimeters) between the silhouette's center and the physical token's center, again as estimated by TouchTokenTracker. We observed an overall recognition accuracy of 98%. The recognizer failed to identify the correct token in only 12 of the 630 trials: 6 times with the Cat, 3 times with the Camera, and once with the Key, the Rabbit and Weapon1. A Friedman rank sum test revealed that the difference between Token conditions regarding recognition accuracy is actually significant (χ 2 (13) = 38, p < 0.001). We attribute this difference to the fact that the Cat token requires users to spread the index and middle fingers a bit too much. Participants might have placed their index and middle fingers closer together, so as to make their grasp more comfortable, thus not exactly coinciding with the notches. Figure 7 summarizes the tracker's performance results regarding the evaluation of token position and orientation, a piece of information that the original recognizer [19] was unable to provide (as it was just providing the token's ID and the location of the fingers that were in contact with the surface). For 10 of the 14 tokens, Ori-entationError is less than 0.15 ( π 20 ) and DistanceError is less than 3.1mm. However, TouchTokenTracker's estimations are much less accurate for the other 4 tokens: House, Cat, Rabbit and Weapon2. This result is not really surprising. These four tokens feature at least two template points that are symmetric relative to the axis defined by the third point and the centroid, which implies that there is more than one solution for the recognizer's best-alignment algorithm. While this does not affect the recognition of the token's ID, Figure 8 illustrates how two different orientations can match the same template points. As the token's center location is derived from the token's orientation, it is not surprising that DistanceError is also larger for those four tokens than it is for the other ten, whose orientation was properly estimated by TouchTokenTracker. We computed a linear regression to predict DistanceError from OrientationError. We found a significant relation (F(1,616) , p < 0.001) with r 2 =0.53. We acknowledge this limitation of our approach, which is due to the fact that it relies on passive tokens and thus on what can be inferred from the three finger contact points only. However, this limitation can be alleviated by eliminating a range of unlikely orientations that fall out of users' range of motion, possibly warning users if the manipulated token still features an axis of symmetry.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Taken together, TouchTokenBuilder and TouchTokenTracker enable designers to build low-cost tangible interfaces using TouchToken
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Symmetric template points while addressing several limitations of the original approach. This article shows that these tools enable the design and tracking of sets that feature up to five arbitrarily-shaped tokens. Each of the two tools, however, still has its own limitations, several of which can be addressed in future work.
TouchTokenTracker provides an estimate of each token's location and orientation, but these can be wrong in some cases. As shown earlier, we can eliminate high-amplitude errors, but there will still remain some uncertainty. This latter limitation results from the trade-off between accuracy and ease-of-implementation: relying on fully passive tokens makes building tangible interfaces easy, but requires the system to infer a lot from very few input data, which are limited in our case to the fingers' contact points.
TouchTokenBuilder lets users freely position notches on the tokens, and warns them about potential conflicts, and about uncomfortable grasps. However, our results show that enabling users to calibrate comfort recommendations based on their own hands would be a nice addition to TouchTokenBuilder. We also observed variations in the ease of use of TouchTokenBuilder depending on whether designers had already used TouchTokens or not. Because TouchTokens are very low-cost, we encourage designers to build the set of basic TouchTokens described in [19] in order to get a first experience with the approach. The feedback that we collected could also help improve TouchTokenBuilder with, e.g., the ability to get a view of the SVG export at any time during the design, or the use of multi-touch input (when available) to position notches. Finally, we plan to extend TouchTokenBuilder in order to enable designers to easily make flexible versions of their tokens [20] .
